Luminescence and anisotropy decays ofN-3-pyrene maleimide labeling IgG proteins and cells.
The Py.M (N-3-Pyrene Maleimide) is a dye that covalently binds to reactive amino or sulfhycryl groups to give highly fluorescent protein conjugates. Measurements of luminescence lifetimes and anisotropy decays have been performed with a Phase and Modulation Fluorometer. Complexes of Py.M-antibody (IgG antimouse) and tumoral cells C6 labeled with Py.M have been investigated. The Py.M fluorescence in buffer solution and the protein and cells natural fluorescence have been checked. For Py.M-IgG and labeled cells, the fluorescence decays present interesting behaviours. The least-squares analysis of the experimental results on Py.M-IgG complex points out two lorentzian distributions centered at 74 ns and 11 ns, on the contrary, for the labeled cells, a discrete component at 100 ns and a lorentzian distribution centered at 5 ns are shown. In both systems a weak component lower than 1 ns is observed. The fluorescence decays, mainly the long lifetime one, are very sensitive to oxygen quenching, showing the high efficiency of O2 quenching. For samples N2 bubbled, the lifetime experimental resuits show a decrease of the oxygen accessibility from free probe in solution to Py.M-IgG complex and to labeled cells, compatible with a more compact packing of the probe binding site. The experimental results of anisotropy decays of degassed samples show for Py.M-IgG complexes a long rotation correlation time of about 200 ns at T=5°C, assigned to overall rotation of the protein, besides shorter correlation times attributable to inner protein motions. For labeled cells, the long rotation correlation time becomes of the order of 580 ns confirming a progressive increase of the stabilization of the binding site.